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This paper is concerned with the problem of when a Seifert surface for a slice knot can be 
2-surgered to a disk in B4. Techniques of 3-dimensional topology are the principal tools employed. 
The main theorem asserts that such a Seifert surface, F, can be 2-surgered to a disk in B4 along 
a ribbon link if and only if there is a ribbon disk, A, spanning aF such that the singular set of A 
misses the interior of F. 
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Introduction 
Presented here are various observations pertaining to an approach for slicing 
knots due to Levine [3]. If this approach is always successful, one could (at least 
theoretically) construct a slicing disk for a slice knot, K, by choosing any Seifert 
surface spanning K and then 2-surgering the chosen Seifert surface to a smoothly 
embedded 2-disk in B4. The applicability of this slicing approach is a primary 
concern of this paper. 
Henceforth, a Seifert surface, F, will be called Z-compressible if F can be 2-surgered 
to a slicing disk in B4. The term ‘Z-compressible’ reflects the vital role 3-manifold 
theory plays in this paper. As we shall see in Section 2, the Levine approach to 
slicing classical knots provides a convenient setting in which to study certain 
relationships between 3-dimensional compressions of a surface and their 4- 
dimensional counterparts. 
The main theorem of this paper appears in Section 3. It establishes a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a Seifert surface, F, to be Z-compressible along a ribbon 
link. The condition being that there exists a ribbon disk, A, which spans aF in such 
a way that the singular set of A misses the interior of F. The key step in proving 
* Portions of this paper were developed while the author was at Southwest Texas State University and 
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this result is the construction of a smoothly embedded Seifert surface for an unlink 
in S3, F’, with F c F’. The loop theorem and a piping argument are then applied 
to F’ to build the ribbon link in F along which F is Z-compressible. 
Prerequisite material, including a working definition of Z-compressibility, is 
presented in Section 1. Section 4 is devoted to some final remarks. 
Before entering into Section 1, I would like to thank Bob Edwards, Pat Gilmer, 
Allen Hatcher and Rick Litherland for helpful conversations. I would also like to 
extend special thanks to Louis Kauffman for perking my interest in the Levine 
slicing process. 
1. Prerequisites 
We shall work in the smooth category. Corners inevitably will occur in certain 
constructions. The smoothing of these corners is, in general, a simple exercise which 
will be left to the reader. 
Seifert surfaces are assumed to be orientable and connected. A Seifert surface F, 
gives rise to a Seifert pairing, 4 F : H,(F) x H,(F) + Z, defined by setting 
4F([a], [PI) = linking number of (Y with p’. Here (Y and p are curves in F and p’ 
is a translate of p off of F in a fixed normal direction. A subset {[a,], . . . , [q]} c 
H,(F) is metabolic with respect to $F provided +F([~i], [(yi]) = 0 for all i and j. 
The phrase ‘metabolic l/2-basis of H,( F)’ will refer to a set {[ LY,], . . . , [ aJ} c H,(F) 
satisfying 
(1) g=genus (F), 
(2) {[a,l,. . . > r%J> is metabolic with respect to +F, and 
(3) {[Q,l, *. * 9 [%I> can be extended to a basis for H,(F). 
It should be noted that in most of the constructions used here the importance of 
the metabolic hypothesis is that a normal vector field to the surface induces the 
O-framing on embedded representatives of the metabolic elements. That the remain- 
ing linking numbers are zero is usually masked under the assumption that the 
metabolic l/2-basis is represented by a strongly slice link, i.e., a link in S3 which 
may be viewed as the boundary of a collection of disjoint, smoothly embedded 
disks in B4. 
We may now present a working definition for Z-compressibility. 
Definition. A Seifert surface, F, is L&‘-compressible provided a metabolic l/2-basis 
of H,(F) can be’realized by a strongly slice link in F. 
A ribbon disk is an immersed disk in S3 whose singularities are of ribbon type, 
see Fig. 1. A ribbon knot is a knot which bounds a ribbon disk. A ribbon link is a 
link which bounds a collection of ribbon disks, Al, . . . , Ak say, where the singularities 
of lJf=, Ai are all of ribbon type. 
If A is a ribbon disk spanning the ribbon knot K, A may be used to construct a 
Seifert surface, F(A), for K by the process depicted in Fig. 2. It should be noted 
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Fig. 1. A ribbon singularity. 
that the singular set of A is isotopic to a collection of properly embedded arcs in 
F(A). F(A) may be used to verify that A determines the O-framing for K in the 
sense that, if g : LIZ+ S3 is an immersion whose image is A and if N denotes a small 
regular neighborhood of 8D2 in D2, then g(N) may be isotoped into F(A) (rel K). 
If K, A, and g are as in the previous paragraph, we may use A to construct a 
slicing disk, D(A), for K in B4. For this construction, let ~ur,. . . , CQ denote the 
proper subarcs of D2 in the singular set of g with disjoint regular neighborhoods 
of the (Yi denoted by N(a,), . . . , N(ak). Furthermore, let D,, . . . , Dktl be subdisks 
of D2 corresponding to the components in the closure of D’-(Uf=, N(q)) in D2. 
Then, viewing B4 as S3 x [0,3]/ S3 x 0, we set 
IK 2<ts3, 
Ku tJ AN(%)) ( i=* > ) t=2, 
k+l 
D(A)n(S3X t)=’ U g(aDi)y 1<t<2, 
i=l 
I 
k+l 
,cI, g(Di), t= 1, 
49 ostc1. 
D(A) will be referred to as the canonical desingularization of A in B4. 
2. .9-Compressing: Introductory comments 
We begin this section by sketching the proof of the following well-known (and 
extremely useful) observation. 
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Proposition 1. 7’he Seifert surface F is Z-compressible if and only if there is a smoothly 
embedded, 3-dimensional handlebody, H, in B4 with genus(H) = genus(F) and H n 
aB4= F. 
Proof. If such an H exists, a complete set of cutting disks for H may be used to 
verify that F is .Z-compressible. 
If, conversely, F is Z-compressible, let K,, . . . , K, denote a strongly slice link 
in F which realizes a metabolic l/2-basis of H,( F). If D, , . . . , 0, denote the disjoint 
slicing disks in B4 with 8D, = K,, the metabolic hypothesis allows us to construct 
3-dimensional 2-handles in regular neighborhoods of the Di whose core disks are 
the Di and whose attaching regions are in F. The l/2-basis hypothesis coupled with 
these 2-handles may then be used to verify the existence of the desired 3-dimensional 
handlebody, H. q 
The next proposition will serve as the focal point of this section. It will be used 
to exhibit an infinite collection of knots which enjoy the property that all of their 
Seifert surfaces are Z-compressible. It also provides a setting for studying relation- 
ships between 3-dimensional compressions in S3 and their counterparts in B4. 
Proposition 2. Suppose K is a knot with the following properties: 
(a) every incompressible Seifert surface for K is Z-compressible, and 
(b) the complement of every incompressible Seifert surfacefor K in S3 is a handlebody. 
Then every Seifert surface for K is 2’-compressible. 
Proof. Let F be a Seifert surface for K. If F is incompressible, we are done by (a). 
Otherwise, we compress F in S3 until we arrive at an incompressible surface G. By 
a general position argument, we may assume that these compressions occur along 
a link in F, K,, . . . , K, say. Hypothesis (b) implies that G consists of an incompress- 
ible Seifert surface, G’ say, and perhaps some 2-spheres. By (a), we may Z-compress 
G’ along K,+, , . . , K,,, say. Again we may assume that this link is contained in 
FnG’. Evidently, F may then be T-compressed along a sublink of 
K,, . . . , K,+,. 0 
We proceed immediately into exhibiting knots which satisfy the hypotheses of 
Proposition 2. 
Proposition 3. 
Proof. Let F denote an incompressible Seifert surface for K. Then F’ = F #a rF is 
an incompressible Seifert surface for K’. The symmetric nature of F’ allows us to 
construct a 3-dimensional handlebody H, by spinning F through B4 into rF. Clearly 
the genus of H equals the genus of F’ and H n aB4 = F’. Thus, F’ is T-compressible 
by Proposition 1. 
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Since K is fibered, K’ is fibered. Since every incompressible Seifert surface for 
a fibered knot is isotopic to a fiber (c.f. [2]) F’ is, up to isotopy, the only incompress- 
ible Seifert surface for K’. Hence K’ satisfies hypothesis (a) of Proposition 2. That 
K’ also satisfies hypothesis (b) follows from the fact that the complement of a fiber 
is a fiber cross R. 0 
We continue by questioning how closely Proposition 2 might come to being a 
necessary condition for every Seifert surface of a knot to be Z-compressible. 
Certainly, if every Seifert surface of a knot is Z-compressible we must have that 
every incompressible Seifert surface is Z-compressible. Condition (b) of Proposition 
2 appears a bit restrictive however. Upon recalling the proof of Proposition 2, we 
observe that (b) was used to guarantee that complements of incompressible Seifert 
surfaces contained no nontrivial, closed, incompressible surfaces. We indicate, via 
some examples, how ribbon knots not satisfying hypothesis (b) might fail to enjoy 
the property that all of their Seifert surfaces are 6P-compressible. 
To construct these examples we let K denote the 6-twisted double of the trefoil 
and let G be the canonical genus one Seifert surface for K, see Fig. 3. The curve 
LY in G may be used to verify the Zcompressibility of G- hence K is slice. We 
employ T to denote the natural incompressible torus in the complement of G, i.e. 
the boundary of a regular neighborhood of the trefoil used to construct K. We then 
let F denote a Seifert surface for K obtained by joining G and F together with a 
tube-equivalently, performing an embedded l-surgery. Let y then denote the cocore 
sphere of the l-handle used for performing this embedded l-surgery. Evidently, we 
may compress F along y in S3 to retrieve G J. T. 
We claim that this compression of F cannot be used to Z-compress F. For if this 
compression were useful to Z-compress F, then we could find embedded curves p, 
in G and p2 in T such that {p, , &} would be a strongly slice link which realizes a 
metabolic l/2-basis of H,(F). Up to isotopy, there are only two choices for p2, a 
meridian of T or a standard longitude of T. Since the standard longitude of T is 
the trefoil knot, p2 must be a meridian. One may easily check that if a normal vector 
field on G induces the O-framing on p,, then p, and a meridian of T must 
homologically link. Hence there is no choice of /3, and p2 which can be used to 
T-compress F. 
A consequence of the preceding paragraph is that if F can be Z-compressed 
along the link K,, K, in F, then K, and K2 must meet the curve y nontrivially. 
Hence the tube used for constructing F enters into the problem of Z-compressing 
F. I suspect that there are choices of a tube which will yield no Z-compressible 
Seifert surfaces for K-although I have not been able to verify this. In fact, the 
only F which I know to be .9-compressible is depicted in Fig. 4. 
It is perhaps appropriate, at this point in time, to briefly discuss some of the 
difficulties inherent in the problem of showing a Seifert surface, F, is not Z- 
compressible. If F is a Seifert surface for a slice knot, H,(F) will possess a metabolic 
l/2-basis. In order to verify that F could not be Z-compressed, one would have to 
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Fig. 3. The Seifert surface G for the 6-twisted double of the trefoil. (Note: (Y is the curve depicted in 
G. One may verify that (Y, when viewed as a knot in R3, is the trefoil connect summed with its slice inverse.) 
argue that no link in F representing a metabolic l/2-basis could be strongly slice. 
When the genus of F is one, the knots representing metabolic l/2-bases can be 
effectively determined. If, however, the genus of F exceeds one, we have no effective 
technique for determining all such representatives. Figure 5 shows that distinct 
representatives of a fixed metabolic l/2-basis can present inconsistent information 
regarding the Z-compressibility of a Seifert surface. 
(a) The Seifert surface is Z-compressible along (Y,, crz, as, q. 
(b) We trade in a,, cy2, aj, CL, as follows for a;, LY;, (Y-G, LYE: Set a{ = (Y,. Take 
ai as depicted below. Then let ai and (Y: be obtained from a, and LYE by piping 
these czi’s with j3 along a;. Note that LYE is a trefoil and p n (or = 0. 
Remark. Genus one versus higher genus discrepancies have occurred elsewhere in 
studies of the Levine process. Gilmer was able to show that the Casson-Gordon 
invariant was a second order invariant for Z-compressing genus one Seifert surfaces, 
[l]. Litherland has shown that this is not the case in general [4]. 
We complete this section by showing that the Levine process may be modified 
slightly so the resulting problem of ‘d;P-compressing’ Seifert surfaces restricts to the 
problem of ‘Z-compressing’ incompressible Seifert surfaces. This modification is 
to initially push the interior of the Seifert surface into B4 and then perform 
2-surgeries. 
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Definition. Let F’ denote a properly embedded surface in B4 obtained by pushing 
the interior of F into B4. We will say that F is Y-compressible if there is a link, 
K,, . . ., K, in F’, along which we may perform embedded 2-surgeries to transform 
F’ into a slicing disk for aF’( = ?lF). 
This added freedom allows us to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let K denote a knot with the property that every incompressible Seifert 
surface for K is Z-compressible. Then every Seifert surface for K is T-compressible. 
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of 
Proposition 4. Let F denote a Seifert surface for the knot K. If F’ denotes a surface 
obtained by pushing the interior of F into B4, then there is an incompressible Seifert 
surface, G, for K such that F’ may be isotoped (rel K) to (Gu trivial l-handles)‘. 
‘G u trivial 1 -handles’ should be interpreted as increasing the genus of G by adding 
tubes as depicted in Fig. 6. 
Proof of Proposition 4. We proceed by induction on the genus of F. To be more 
precise, let 9g denote the collection of all genus g Seifert surfaces for knots in S3, 
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Fig. 6. A trivial l-handle added to G. 
where g E (0, 1, . . .}. We will show that if every Seifert surface in L_Jflb 9k satisfies 
the conclusion of Proposition 4 then so must every Seifert surface in sg. Note that 
the case g = 0 is trivial. 
Assume FE Tg. If F is incompressible we are done. Otherwise, suppose F may 
be compressed along y. There are two cases. 
Case 1: y is nonseparating. In this case F may be viewed as being obtained from 
F, by performing an embedded l-surgery on F,. The embedded l-handle used to 
perform this surgery has for its cocore disk the compressing disk for F with boundary 
y. Evidently, F’ is isotopic to (F, u trivial l-handle)‘. We may assume that this trivial 
l-handle is attached in a neighborhood, N, of dF, = K. Viewing B4 as S’ x [0, 2]/S3 X 
0 we consider F, u (trivial l-handle) as being partially pushed into B4 to yield F* 
where 
(N u trivial l-handle, t = 2, 
t)= 
346 1<t<2, 
cl(F, - 
ost<1. 
the closure of X. Since cl( F, N) may be as a Seifert 
surface for the boundary of B4= [0, l]/S’xO)c (S3 x [0, 2]/S3 
we evidently cl( - E F,_, . Inductively, there exists an incompressible 
Seifert surface, for K, such is isotopy of [cl( Fl N)]’ to [G, u trivial 
l-handles]’ in S3 x [0, l]/ S3 x 1 rel K, . Evidently, taking G = G, u N, we have that 
F’ is isotopic to [G u trivial l-handles]‘. This completes Case 1. 
Case 2: y separates F. Upon compressing F along y in this case, we obtain a 
Seifert surface F, for K and a closed, connected, orientable, surface M,. We may 
assume that the genus of M, is less than g. For otherwise, additivity of genus would 
imply that Fl was a disk. If this were the case, y could be re-chosen so it is either 
nonseparating or the resulting Fl is not a disk. 
Viewing B4 as S3 x [0, 3]/S3 x 0, we set 
2<ts3, 
t = 2, 
1<t<2, 
t=1, 
ost<1. 
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(The notation used above is a trifle loose. F, and M, should be viewed as meeting 
in a compressing disk for the purpose of interpreting this construction.) 
Now cl(M, -disk) is a Seifert surface for y = unknot in S3 X 1 = 
a(S’ x [0, 11/S’ x 0). Since we are working under the hypothesis that genus (M,) < 
genus(F), we have, inductively, that M: is isotopic to (a diskutrivial l-handles)’ 
(rel y) in S3 x [0, l]/ S3 x 0. This disk may be isotoped in S3 x 1 (rel y) if necessary 
to be the compressing disk for y. We may then push this disku (trivial l-handles) 
up into S3 x 2 to conclude that F’ is isotopic (rel K) to (F1 u trivial l-handles)’ in 
B4, where genus( F,) <genus(F). An argument similar in nature to the one used to 
complete Case 1 may now be applied here to complete this case. 0 
A corollary to Theorem 4 is that all the Seifert surfaces constructed for the 
6-twisted double of the trefoil in this section are Z-compressible-since for specific 
examples one need only show that F’ is isotopic to (a Z’-compressible Seifert 
surface u trivial l-handles)‘. In this case the Z’-compressible Seifert surface is the 
canonical genus one Seifert surface for the B-twisted double of the trefoil. One may 
further observe that one of the curves used for Y-compressing these examples may 
be taken to be either a meridian or a longitude for the torus in the complement of 
the genus one Seifert surface. 
Remark. Proposition 4 was initially observed to be true under the hypothesis that 
K = unknot by Chuck Livingston. 
3. The main theorem 
This section is devoted to the proof and a few consequences of 
Theorem 2. Let F denote a Seifert surface for the ribbon knot K. Then a necessary 
and suficient condition for F to be T-compressible along a ribbon link is that there 
exists a ribbon disk, A, spanning K such that the singular set of A misses the interior 
of F. Moreover, if such a A exists, then F u K D(A) bounds a smoothly embedded 
3-dimensional handlebody in B4, where D(A) denotes the canonical desingularization 
of A in B4. 
(See Section 1.) 
It should be noted that this theorem, when applicable, eliminates the guess work 
involved in verifying that a Seifert surface is T-compressible directly from the 
definition. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We initially observe that if F can be .9-compressed along a 
ribbon link, K1, . . . , Kg say, then a ribbon disk, A, for K may be constructed so 
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that its singular set misses the interior of F. For this, let A,, . . . , A, denote ribbon 
disks for K,, . . . , Kg, respectively, which realize K,, . . . , K, as a ribbon link (see 
Section 1). Since K,, . . . , Kg realizes a metabolic l/2-basis of H,(F) and ribbon 
disks determine the O-framing on their boundary knot, we may perform an isotopy 
of F (rel K1, . . . , Kg) which positions regular neighborhoods of the Ki in F, N( Ki), 
in the transverse fashion to the Ai depicted in Fig. 7. 
Fig. 7. Portions of the N(K,) (hatched) and the A (dotted). 
The N(K,) may then be incorporated into a regular neighborhood of a spine of 
F. Hence, F may be viewed as Uf=, N(K,) union bands whose attaching regions 
lie in Ut(=, dN(K,). We may general position these bands to miss the singular set 
of LJf=r Ai. Moreover, the bands can be arranged to meet the Ai in transverse arcs 
which are parallel to the bands’ cocores. The desired ribbon disk, A, for K is then 
obtained by performing immersed compressions on F along the Ai, i.e. thickening 
the A, to immersed 3-dimensional2-handles and then replacing the attaching regions 
of these 2-handles with their belt regions. One may then general position interior 
of F off the singular set of the resulting ribbon disk (rel K), which completes the 
proof in this direction. 
For the converse let h : D2 - S” denote the immersion whose image is A. Then 
let a,,..., (Ye denote the proper subarcs in the singular set of h. The hypothesis 
that the singular set of A misses the interior of F allows us to construct an embedded 
surface F’bysetting F’= Fu[Uf=, h(N(ai))] w ere N( ai) denotes a small regular h 
neighborhood of q in D2 for each i. If we assume that genus(F) = g, then it is 
evident that F’ is a (k+ 1)-punctured orientable surface of genus g. Moreover, dF’ 
is a (k+ 1)-component unlink in S3. 
We presently observe that F’ may be repeatedly compressed in S3 to yield a 
collection of (k + 1) 2-disks together with some 2-spheres (perhaps). The boundaries 
of these 2-disks will coincide with dF’. To verify this it would suffice to exhibit a 
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collection of mutually disjoint, embedded 2-disks, {Dl, . . . , Dkfl}, in S3 whose 
boundaries form aF’ and which meet F’ in transverse circles. For then we could 
compresss F’ to obtain an orientable surface which misses the interiors of the 0,. 
Then standard 3-manifold techniques apply (since rl( S3 - Jl F=, Di) = 1) to give the 
desired conclusion. To construct the desired Di, we could begin with any collection 
of mutually disjoint, embedded 2-disks spanning aF’. We could then make these 
disks transverse to F’ in a complement of a small regular neighborhood of dF’. If 
arcs appear in the intersection of F’ with the disks, the orientability of F’ may be 
used to verify that each arc may be traded in for a circle as depicted in 
Hence we may construct the required collection of disks (0, , . . . , Dk+,}. 
Fig. 8. 
Fig. 8. Isotoping F’ and D, so that their intersection misses the boundary. 
We now have that F’ may be compressed to a collection of 2-disks and 2-spheres, 
F”. If {Dk+2,. . . , Ilk+,} denotes the collection of the compressing disks used for 
cutting F’ to F”, we may assume (after some minor repositioning perhaps) that 
(i) iaD,+,, . . . , dDk+,}c F’ and these curves cut F’ to F”, 
(ii) {D,, . . . , Dk+,} is a disjoint collection of embedded 2-disks, and 
(iii) each D, meets F’ transversely in circles. 
Observe that g curves in {do,+,, . . . , aD,+,} must setwise not separate F’. For, 
clearly the maximal number of curves which could not setwise separate F’ is 
genus(F). On the other hand, the Euler characteristic implies that the number of 
compressions used in transforming F’ to F” is g + k + s where s = #2-sphere com- 
ponents of F”. Also the number of components of F” = k + s + 1. So if the maximal 
number of setwise nonseparating curves were less than g, the resulting number of 
components would be greater than k + s + l-a contradiction. Let B, , . . . , B, denote 
g disks in {Dk+*, . . . , Dk+,} whose boundaries setwise do not separate F’. 
We now consider the collection of disks {Dl, . . . , Dk+,, B,, . . . , Bg}. We claim 
that by piping the boundaries of the Bi with the boundaries of the Dj( = dF’) we 
can arrange it so that the resulting curves miss the cocore arcs of the h[N(c~~)] c 
F’-hence they live in F. To see this, it is convenient to define a new immersion 
6: D + S3 which agrees with h on 8D u [iJ~=, N(ai)] and takes the remaining open 
disks to the interiors of D,, . . , Dk+, in the obvious way. Suppose E( C,) = Di for 
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i=l,..., k + 1. We may construct a graph, r, in D containing the cocore arcs of 
the N(ai) as follows: 
In each Ci we choose an interior point pi. We then join pi to the endpoint of the 
cocore arcs of the N(czi) appearing in JCi by arcs in the obvious way, see Fig. 9. 
If r were always a tree, it would be evident that the a& could be piped off the 
cocore arcs of the h(N(cri)) since 6(T) would prescribe the desired pipings. 
However, the facts that the N( oi) separate D and each N( (Yi) has a unique cocore 
arc immediately imply that r is always a tree. Hence the desired piping can be 
performed. 
We now consider how these pipings of the 8Bi may be extended over the Bi so 
that we obtain a collection of ribbon disks whose setwise singularities are all of 
ribbon type. Note that, upon describing this process, we will have shown that F is 
X-compressible along a ribbon link. For one easily checks that the result of piping 
the 8Bi’s will not alter their setwise nonseparating property. 
To accomplish this extension, we may assume that inward tangent vectors of Bi 
along aBi agree with a fixed normal vector field to F’ for all i. If this is not initially 
the case, perform the alteration suggested by Fig. 10. 
We now extend the piping operations on the dBi with the aDj over the Bi by 
banding the Bi with parallel copies of the D,-the parallel copies of the Dj are 
assumed to have the same inward tangent vector, normal vector field relationship 
as the Bi, see Fig. 11. 
Fig. 9. An example of the tree r. (Note: the hatched regions in D denote the N(cu,) and the white 
regions denote the C,.) 
Fig. 10. Isotoping the Bi to meet the F’ appropriately. (Note: The vectors are normal to F’.) 
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Fig. 11. The connect summing of a B, and a 0, (both hatched) along F’. 
Hypotheses (ii) and (iii) on (0,). . . , I&+,} imply that all the singularities of the 
resulting immersed disks occur from a band meeting the interior of a Bi or the 
interior of a B, banded with parallel copies of the 0,. But these singularities are all 
of ribbon type. This completes the proof in the converse direction. 
We now proceed into the proof that F uK D(A) bounds a smoothly embedded, 
3-dimensional handlebody, H, in B4 if the singular set of A misses the interior of 
F. Using the notation from the previous argument, we have that F c F’ and F’ may 
be compressed to F’-a collection of 2-disks and 2-spheres. 
To construct H, it is useful to view B4 as S3 x [0, 7]/S3 x 0. We then set 
F, 6<ts7; 
F’, 5ctc6; 
the motion picture corresponding 
to the sequence of compressions 4<t<5; 
which transforms F’ into F”, 
Hn(S’xt)= 
F”, 3cts4; 
the 2-sphere components of F”, 2st<3; 
the motion picture corresponding 
to the capping off of the 2-sphere 
components via the 3-dimensional 
1st<2; 
Schoenflies theorem, 
C 4% o<t<1. 
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Note that Z-Z is positioned in Kearton-Lickorish general position with respect to 
the height function (S3 x t)- t on B4. This induces a handle decomposition on H. 
Viewed from 8B4, this handle decomposition on H is of the form 
H = (F’ x I) u (2-handles) u (3-handles) 
where the 2-handles are attached in the F’x 1 portion of J(F’ x I). Note further 
that the 2-handles cut F’x 1 to F”. Upon cancelling complementary 2-, 3-handle 
pairs, we obtain 
H = (F’ x I) u (2-handles) 
where again the 2-handles are attached in the F’ x 1 portion of a( F’x I). Now, 
however, the 2-handles cut F’x 1 to (k+ 1) 2-disks where k denotes the number of 
bands attached to F in order to obtain F’. 
Evidently, g(=genus F’) of the u-spheres for these 2-handles are setwise non- 
separating, (using a previously employed argument). Let these u-spheres be denoted 
by ~1,. . . , -yg. Viewing F’ as the standard (k+ l)-punctured genus g orientable 
surface, depicted in Fig. 12, there is a self-diffeomorphism, h say, of F’ carrying 
Yl,..., rg to the curves Zr, . . . , r,. Clearly, h extends to a diffeomorphism K: H + 
H, where 
H, = (F’ x Z) u (2-handles). 
The 2-handles of H, are attached in F’x 1 along the link h({a-spheres of 2-handles 
for H}). 
Upon performing 2-handle slides, we may assume that those 2-handles of H, 
which are not attached along Z, , . . . , r, are now attached in the k-punctured disk 
portion of F’ x 1, (refer to Fig. 12). These 2-handles must cut the k-punctured disk 
portion of F’ x 1 to (k-C 1) 2-disks. Thus, if we label these u-spheres by 
Fig. 12. The T,‘s on F’. (Note: Below the dotted line denotes the k-punctured disk portion of F’. 
r,, . , r, appear above the dotted line, r,+, , . , r,+,, appear below the dotted line.) 
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Yg+1,..., yg+k, we must have that innermost yi are boundary parallel. It follows 
that by performing more 2-handle slides, the u-spheres of the 2-handles attached 
along the yi, i=g+l,. . . , g+ k, may be made to coincide with r,,, , . . . , r,+,. 
Hence H is a 3-dimensional handlebody. 
We are left with showing that H may be viewed as spanning F UK D(A). For 
this note that 
F, t =7; 
aF, 6<t<7; 
aHn(S3x t)= 
F’-int(F), 
aF, 
9 
t = 6; 
3<t<6; 
2-disk components of F”, t=3; 
4, Ost<3. 
Hence, upon reparametrizing D(A) appropriately, we have that F u K D(A) and 
aH agree except perhaps in the t = 3 level of B4. It is a rather straightforward 
exercise to verify that there is an ambient isotopy carrying aH to F u K D(A) (rel S3) 
using the ideas of Proposition 4 or [6]. Thus, F uK D(A) bounds a smoothly 
embedded, 3-dimensional handlebody in B4. This completes the proof of Theorem 
2. 0 
We now discuss some corollaries for Theorem 2 of a theoretical nature. 
Corollary 1. Suppose A is a ribbon disk spanning the unknot with the property that 
there is an embedded disk, D, spanning aA with the singular set of A missing the 
interior of D. Then D(A) is standard, i.e., D(A) = D(D) up to isotopy in B4. 
Proof. Du D(A) bounds a 3-dimensional handlebody in B4-which must be a 
3-cell. q 
Remark. Corollary 1 was proven up to an unnecessary hypothesis in [5]. 
Corollary 2. Suppose F is a Seifert surface for the ribbon knot K spanned by the ribbon 
disk A. Then F can be algorithmically stabilized by embedded l-surgeries in S3 to 
obtain an Z-compressible Seifert surface. 
Proof. One may arrange for the singular set of A to algebraically miss the interior 
of F by twisting A along K. Since S(A) algebraically misses F, we can perform 
embedded l-surgeries on F to obtain a new Seifert surface whose interior is missed 
geometrically by S(A). 0 
Corollary 2 may be pushed further. 
Corollary 3. Suppose F is a Seifert surface for a ribbon knot K spanned by the ribbon 
disk A. Then F can be algorithmically stabilized by embedded l-surgeries in S3 to 
obtain a new Seifert surface, G, for K which is .T-compressible along an unlink in S3. 
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Proof. By Corollary 2, we may assume that the singular set of A misses the interior 
of F. Then for each band attached to F to obtain F’ (F’ defined as in the proof of 
Theorem 2), we perform an embedded l-surgery on F which is parallel to each 
band in the sense that each band may be viewed as living in the resulting Seifert 
surface, G. Then cutting G along the bands yields F’. Since F’ may be completely 
compressed in S3, we evidently have that G is %compressible along an unlink. 0 
Remark. Corollary 3 suggests that the Kirby Calculus approach to slicing a knot, 
i.e. the approach which proceeds by performing O-framed Dehn surgeries on an 
unlink in a knot’s complement in such a fashion that the knot is unknotted in the 
resulting connected sum of S’ x S*‘s, is a refinement of the Levine approach to 
slicing knots. Cl 
We complete this section with 
Corollary 4. Suppose A is a ribbon disk whose singular set has k components. Then 
ad possesses an X-compressible, incompressible Seifert surface or an Z-compressible 
genus G( k - l), Seifert surface. In particular, if k = 2, then ad possesses an Z- 
compressible, incompressible Seifert surface. 
Proof. The Seifert surface F(A) associated to A (see Section 1) has genus k. If 
F(A) is incompressible, we are done since F(A) is Z-compressible. Otherwise, we 
compress F(A) one time and observe that the resulting Seifert surface may be 
isotoped so that the singular set of A misses its interior. This is because the singular 
set of A lives in F(A). 0 
4. Final remarks 
The observations presented here implicitly suggest various problems for further 
study. This section provides some additional comments concerning these problems. 
Ribbon disks, although easy to work with, are highly restrictive. It would be very 
interesting if a result similar in nature to Theorem 2 was true for more general 
immersed disks which can be desingularized in B4-perhaps with Z-compressible 
replaced by 5”-compressible. It is known that every Seifert surface F, for a slice 
knot possesses an immersed disk, 8, which can be desingularized in B4 and whose 
singular set misses the interior of F, see [6]. 
Corollary 2 suggests an approach to Z-compressing via destabilization. Occasion- 
ally, the following, destabilization technique is useful. One may view the stabilizing 
process as attaching l-handles to (the original Seifert surface x I). Add this onto 
the handlebody H as in Theorem 2. The compressing of F’ to F” might then be 
carefully accomplished so that the 2-handles of H cancel the l-handles of the 
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stabilization-thus again producing a 3-dimensional handlebody. This procedure 
could conceivably work whenever the original ribbon disk A is poorly chosen up 
to the isotopy class of D(A), i.e. whenever there is a A’ satisfying the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2 with D(A) = D(A’) up to isotopy. 
In general, the choice of A produces a nagging and difficult problem. This problem 
being whether the 5?-compressibility of a Seifert surface is independent of A up to 
isotopes of D(A). As we saw in Section 2, some choices of A work for all Seifert 
surfaces. There could, however, even be wrong choices for the unknot. Unfortunately 
(?), all of the constructions of this paper preserve the isotopy class of D(A). 
Added in proof 
It is now known that F uK D(A) need not bound a 3-dimensional handlebody 
for some choices of A, see [7]. 
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